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Elijah, Chester Cathedral
Sep 15 2003
By Glyn Mon Hughes Daily Post

CHORAL workshops are popular pastimes these days.

No harm in that, of course. It gets people singing. They learn something about a new work. It's all
a great musicat challenge - something sadly lacking for most people.

But there is a danger. Study can be somewhat cursory and the end result is - how shall we say it
politely? - not the best.

This weekend's performance in Chester, though, proved that a choral workshop can, indeed,
produce the goods - and have us asking for more.

The performance of Mendelssohn's masterpiece Elijah at the cathedral was one of those great
musical events. Chester Cathedral is no stranger to great choral music - just think of some of the
concerts at Chester Summer Music - but this was special.

The backbone of the choir was Oldham Choral Society, though people had travelled from
Blackburn, Lytham, Salford, even the Isle of Man and Cheltenham to take part. Sadly, few were
local: a mere quintet from Liverpool, Birkenhead and Hoylake and a trio from Chester aided the
150 voices on the platform. Capital of Culture take heed!

Choral technique was, generally, excellent though they could have spent more time thinking of
their diction: the words were often incomprehensible.

This was a stylish performance, expertly interpreted by conductor Nigel Wilkinson. The East
Lancashire Sinfonia turned out to be highly supportive accompaniment and, where they needed to
be, precision performers. The overture, for instance, was both moving and precise.

Slightly odd was the decision to allow the chorus to sing recitatives here and there. Why? There
were four perfectly able soloists. Helen Field - sadly not often heard in these parts these days - was
an excellent soprano soloist, though perhaps a little too operatic for the oratorio role. That could,
equally, be applied to tenor Huw Rhys-Evans. Nlezzo Kathleen Wilkinson sounded a little
underpowered at times.

However, the star role has to go to Andrew Greenan who performed Elijah. There was a great
presence, a certain something, which set him apart.

To have put such a huge work as Elijah together in a day is a massive undertaking. To bring it off
as they did was excellent.

What's next?
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